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Nationalism in the United States is a socially constructed concept that primarily starts in the 

educational system. Most school age children recite the “Pledge of Allegiance” out of tradition 

and without patriotic expression or understanding. Children are indoctrinated to perform 

ritualistic acts in the name of allegiance to one's country. Evidence shows that Nationalism is 

liminal in nature and will always be subject to change based on different factors. Outside 

influences such as church groups, family members, political affiliation all play a part in how a 

person will perceive and process information. The paper focuses on key ideas like “threshold 

concepts” and “troublesome knowledge” - the idea that a student can receive information 

initially and have a “troublesome”, way of thinking about a subject. There are “conceptual 

gateways” that will then lead the student to seek out information elsewhere. It is this 

“troublesome knowledge” that can eventually cause a student to have a transformed internal 

view of the subject matter, or world view. This shift in the perception of the subject can become 

irreversible, and integrative. These ideas were used to evaluate James Fields Jr., who was 

responsible for the murder of Heather Heyer, at the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville. 

Fields’ involvement with white nationalist extremist organizations occurred after he sought out 

secondary knowledge on the internet. There is a need for Americans to reevaluate learning 

environments in public schools. Critical thinking skills must be taught if we want children to 

understand the importance and value of democracy. 
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